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How to Use This Workbook

Most of  us are uncertain about what our purpose is. 

We fall into one of  three categories:

     1. We have never given it much thought, and have no idea where to begin.
     2. We have given it a lot of  thought, but we are unsure we know what it is.
     3. We are certain there is no way to find out what our purpose is - but we are  
         curious.

Whichever category you are in, this workbook is for you. The secret to finding your 
purpose is to first, get to know yourself  very clearly. Second, to recognize the things 
that light you up, independent of  what others think. And third, to look for the 
patterns in your life, both where you are delighted, or where you met difficult chal-
lenges. These are the keys to unlocking your purpose. It isn’t about what you do. 
Your purpose is about who you are. 

We will walk through it, one piece at a time. Give this the focus andpatience it 
deserves, and plan to revisit it over and over, since - just like you - your purpose 
grows and evolves.

This workbook is a companion to Own Your Own Shift: The Passion, Power & Freedom to be 
Unstoppable. Get your copy now at StaceyRuthSays.com/Book
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Why YOUR PURPOSE
MATTERS

WE ALL WANT to live with purpose. 

It is a thread that runs throughout humanity. We 
each have fundamental need for cer-tainty, variety, 
significance, love, connection, growth, and contri-
bution. Purpose is among these, but growing num-
bers of  us, es-pecially our younger generations, 
admit they feel they are missing a sense of  purpose. 
There is freedom, power and passion we activate 
when we know who we really are. Consciously or 
not, we spend much of  our lives searching for the 
inspiration and ful-fillment this inner confidence 
promises. 

When it comes to finding your purpose, there is no 
final exam. No one will be grading you. In fact, 
there are no right or wrong answers – only your 
answers.

When individuals identify and commit to a 
purpose, research shows that they lead happier 
and more fullfilling lives. They consistently make 
better life choices and avoid many of  life’s chal-

lenges such as depression, crushing anxiety, 
substance abuse and suicide.

Purpose is a centering and confidence-building. A 
commitment to purpose creates an emotional 
steadiness that each of  us greatly long for. Study 
after study has proven the pervasive impact that 
purpose has on our well-being. 

EMOTIONAL BENEFITS:
Less anxiety and depression. 
More happiness, hope and life satisfaction.

MENTAL BENEFITS:
Increased resilience, perseverance, cognitive 
health and engagement.

PHYSICAL BENEFITS:
Less substance abuse and heart disease. 
Better sleep and increased longevity.

www.StaceyRuthSays.com



Myths
ABOUT YOUR

PURPOSE

There are many common myths about our individual purpose. These myths 
form a barrier between us and our purpose, so let’s get clear what purpose 
really is.

The first myth is that we each have just one purpose.
As a result, when it isn’t immediately obvious, we assume it either 
doesn’t exist, or we are deeply flawed for not seeing it.  For the 
rest of  this book, when we refer to purpose, it will be a catchall 
word for any and all of  the motivations that give our lives 
mean-ing. 

The second myth is that our purpose must be enor-
mous and world-changing. 
We are all world-changers, but only occasionally can we know 
precisely how we make a difference. Our impact might not ever 
be fully clear to us or anyone else. Never the less, we all matter, 
whether we do it intentionally, ever recognize it, or not. It is 
woven into our existence. For this very reason it is never neces-
sary that our purpose must be grandiose.  

The third myth is that your purpose is absolute. 
Because our purpose often does evolve and shift, it is vitally 
important that we check in with ourselves regularly to see 
wheth-er we are still “on purpose” once we are clear what our 
purpose truly is.

The fourth myth is that purpose is about something 
outside of  us. 
Living, as we do, in a culture that teaches us to look outside 
ourselves for direction and validation, it is no wonder we think 
our purpose is somewhere outside of  us as well. 

There are a number of  definitions of  what a personal purpose actually is, but 
most agree on this: A personal purpose defines who you are, not what you 
achieve. It reflects your passions and values. As a result, it provides clarity as 
you set goals of  what it is you want to do. Your purpose is what guides how 
you want your life’s story to go. 

Your purpose is why you are here. 

www.StaceyRuthSays.com



Who are y�?
Out beyond ideas of  wrongdoing 
and rightdoing there is a field. 

I'll meet you there. 

www.StaceyRuthSays.com
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Passions are commonly confused with purpose, but while they are related, they are not the same thing. Your 
passions are all about what you love to do. When you write them down, you begin to see a pattern - or two. 
These patterns point to who you are. So passions are some of  the recognizable clues that can point to your 
purpose. We can start here.

Pa�i�sPROCLAIM YOUR

WHO ARE YOU?

What lights you up on the inside?  What makes you feel alive, happy, and energetic?

What motivates and inspires you the most?

What are some topics you love talking about the most? What topics you are curious to 
learn more about?

What are your favorite things to do? What activities energize you and will do for hours 
without getting tired of it? (Yes, ALL activities count - we are looking for patterns.)

www.StaceyRuthSays.com



Our talents inspire us - but that is only a piece of  who we are. Areas where we are tested and challenged 
are our opportunities for growth where we have disowned a piece of  ourself. If  you are unclear about your 
passions and your purpose, it is likely because there is a disowned piece of  you that is longing to be found 
and restored to wholeness. Only when we can withstand our discomfort will we commit to our passions in 
times we are challenged.

TalentsDISCOVER
YOUR

WHAT ARE YOUR GIFTS AND LESSONS?

1. What do others admire about you?

2. What do others criticize about you?

2. What feels all to familiar and natural for you?

3. What challenges you or do you try to avoid?

4. What heals, balances, and comforts you?

5. What makes you feel emotional discomfort?

www.StaceyRuthSays.com

If  people are 
doubting how far 
you can go, go so 
far you can’t hear 

them anymore.

MICHELLE RUIZ

&Cha�enges



Our personal values are like our DNA - unique to us. However, as we enter the world, we can get the 
message that what we value is wrong. In order to get approval and fit in, we start acting on values we don’t 
really hold. There are thousands of  possible values - and I encourage you to get my Values Worksheet 
which has a list of  300 common values to help you (STACEYRUTHSAYS.COM/ValuesWorksheet). 
Below are some lists to address what you value by looking at your actions. When your action, desires and 
values line up, you are well on your way to your purpose.

ValuesIDENTIFY YOUR

WHO ARE YOU?
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What I spend most of my time doing currently:

1. ____________________________________
2. ____________________________________
3. ____________________________________
4. ____________________________________
5. ____________________________________
6. ____________________________________

What I WANT to spend more time doing 
(can be same as above):

1. ____________________________________
2. ____________________________________
3. ____________________________________
4. ____________________________________
5. ____________________________________
6. ____________________________________

Six Values I WANT (not think I OUGHT)
to embody:

1. ____________________________________
2. ____________________________________
3. ____________________________________
4. ____________________________________
5. ____________________________________
6. ____________________________________

From 1 (Not at all) -5 (Completely)
how well DO I embody these values currently?

1. ____________________________________
2. ____________________________________
3. ____________________________________
4. ____________________________________
5. ____________________________________
6. ____________________________________

7. ____________________________________
8. ____________________________________
9. ____________________________________

10. ____________________________________
11. ____________________________________
12. ____________________________________

7. ____________________________________
8. ____________________________________
9. ____________________________________

10. ____________________________________
11. ____________________________________
12. ____________________________________

These are the activities and actions that point to what I am currently valuing or believe I ought to value.

These are the activities and actions that point to my true values.

Use the link above to get a 300-value list.



Words to describe me 
(these can include values, but you 
are not limited to them):

I am at my best when:

What I like best
about me:

Things I want to be
known for:

me

www.StaceyRuthSays.com
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FearsGENTLY, NAME YOUR

When we are stuck, we are taught to look at our circumstances for the cause. We say—oh, it’s my finances. 
Or my responsibilities are overwhelming. My car is broken. I’m sick. The kids, or my aging parents, have 
to come first. I don’t have the right education or skill set. I just don’t have enough money to do what I 
want. Or we might blame our boss, our company, or “the establishment”—“they” won’t allow me to do 
what I want. Then there’s the market—there’s so much competition. It is impossible to stand out. It goes 
on and on and on.  So if  it isn’t your circumstances, what is really stopping you? It’s your fear. Nothing 
else. What are you afraid of  losing—or not being able to get?  Now answer these questions as honestly as 
you are able (for as many as apply):

WHAT’S STOPPING YOU?

1. Is there a person or situation I want to escape? Why? What’s the fear?

 
2. Do I �nd myself in an uncomfortable or disappointing repeating pattern of 
 relationship, situation, or behavior that I don’t know how to avoid? Why? What’s   
 the fear?

3. What is changing in my life that I am currently resisting? Why might I be 
 resisting this change?

4. Does this fear show up in di�erent areas of my life?

5. Can I remember when I �rst felt a fear of this sort?

6. Has anything like what I am afraid of happened to me in the past?

7. What can you learn about yourself from this fear? What growth is possible?

www.StaceyRuthSays.com



What do 

Have the courage
of  your desire.

www.StaceyRuthSays.com
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Paint a picture of  your ideal day. Don’t worry about whether it is actually possible from where you are now. 
Dream big. Dream bold. Who will you spend your time with? What will you wear? Where will you be? What 
will you be doing? How will you feel? Be as vivid as possible, describing colors, sounds, sensations and even 
smells.

DreamsENVISION YOUR

WHAT DOES YOUR FUTURE HOLD?

My Dream Day:

www.StaceyRuthSays.com



List all the experiences, travels, people you wish to meet, accomplishments, skills and talents you want to 
develop. Is there something you want to build or create? Are there people or causes you want to support and 
serve? Are there relationships you want to strengthen or create? What about milestones or goals you want 
achieve? Get it all out. And as always, look for a pattern or two in where your attention is focused.
(If  20 just isn’t enough, copy this page and keep going!)

DesiresLIST YOUR

WHAT IS YOURS TO DO IN THIS LIFETIME?

My Bucket List:

www.StaceyRuthSays.com

 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.
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20.



Whoever you admire most provides clues to the characteristics you recognize and want to embody in your-
self. Below, list the five people you admire most, and beside their name, list the top three positive attributes 
you associate with each of  them. They do not need to be famous. It can be an individual in your family or 
community. 

HeroesMEET YOUR

WHO DO YOU ADMIRE MOST?

My Heroes Are:

www.StaceyRuthSays.com

 

1. 

Their 5 Best Attributes:
 

1. 

2. 

3. 
 

2. 

 

1. 

2. 

3. 
 

3. 

 

1. 

2. 

3. 
 

4. 

 

1. 

2. 

3. 
 

5. 

 

1. 

2. 

3. 



Write your own epitath as if  you had lived your fullest and best life, with zero regrets. Note who will read it 
and their relationship to you. How old will you be? What will you have done to create an impact on the 
world? Whose life will you have improved? What will your most noteworthy accomplishments be? What will 
your legacy be? 

Ever AfterWRITE YOUR

HOW WILL YOU BE REMEMBERED?

My Epitath:

www.StaceyRuthSays.com



The meaning of Life 
is to give it meaning.

www.StaceyRuthSays.com

Why are y� here?
VIKTOR FRANKL



Self-A�e�mentYOUR

www.StaceyRuthSays.com

In each box list 3 of  the items 
that stood out for you as partic-
ularly inspiring or thought-pro-
voking.

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

YOUR IMPACT

VALUES

PASSIONS

FEARS

CHALLENGES

SKILLS/TALENTS

DESIRES



Now that you have explored your values, fears, challenges, dreams and goals - it’s time to reflect on what you 
see. Are there any recurring themes or items which bring up intense feelings? 

Ask your highest, innermost self  what you need to know now. Who are you here to be? 

This is not about your occupation - although that can be an expression of  who you are. It is about how you 
show up in everything you do and in all your relationships. Ask yourself, what have you learned about 
yourself. You don’t need to be perfect, or come up with something earth-shattering.

Now, ask your inner oracle, “Who am I here to be?” and listen to what comes up. Don’t judge. Just write.

Intu�i�A NOTE FROM YOUR

TRUST YOUR INNER GUIDANCE

WHO I AM HERE TO BE:

www.StaceyRuthSays.com



Your values are your why. Your passion and talent is the fire behind your why. The challenges and fears are 
what forge your strength and wisdom. The people you help provide a channel for your energy. The impact 
you will have motivates your actions. 
Now, write down a statement that captures it all.
For example, suppose you are an adventurous, free-spirited creative who was in an abusive relationship, but 
is extremely outgoing and an incredible cook, as well as a writer, and can lose herself  in meditations and 
travel, but is horrible at keeping relationships out of  the dumps and being anywhere on time, but loves doing 
thoughtful things for her friends and helping out at the local senior center. She wants to be remembered as 
someone who brought joy to the lives she touched and lived life to its fullest.
Her statement of  purpose can look like this:

I am a creative, free, adventurous (three values) lover and nurturer of joy, who 
demonstrates the fullness of life to everyone I meet.

Yes, it was that simple—and also that hard. To really have self-mastery, we must embrace the good and 
not-so-good parts of  our experience. Yes, we must embrace what we want, but that’s not the end of  the 
story. To stay there is not only a selfish action, it blocks the energy we want to experience in the first place. 
The objective here is to be in a place where our cup runneth over and we cannot help but share what we 
have received with others. First, though, we must open and receive the totality of  ourselves.

Purp�eYOUR

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

My Purpose Statement:

www.StaceyRuthSays.com

STATEMENT

i am a
VALUE/ADJECTIVE VALUE/ADJECTIVE VALUE/ADJECTIVEand

TALENT/SKILL/NOUN TALENT/SKILL/NOUN HERO ATTRIBUTE
�

who
IMPACT YOU CONSISTENTLY CREATE BASED ON YOUR VISION OF THE FUTUREto/f�

BENEFICIARY OF YOUR PURPOSE/GIFTS/TALENTS/SKILLS/VALUES



Meet The Author
Stacey is a transformational leadership coach, minister, and a successful entrepreneur for 
over three decades. As an acclaimed marketer, Stacey was named one of  the Top 50 
Entrepreneurs in Atlanta in her 30’s, twice awarded the Top 100 “It” Agencies by Experi-
ential Marketer Magazine, and built two multi-million dollar agencies.

She also understands the unique challenge and discomfort of  making the transformations 
life demands of  us. She has struggled with two failed marriages, experienced debilitating 
imposter syndrome, overwhelm, exhaustion and disillusionment. It took a personal crisis 
to shatter her limited beliefs about what real success looked like. 

Her journey through all these challenges inspired her to work with others who are on fire 
to have their own breakthrough transformations.  She is a Certified Professional Coach, as 
well as Certified Belief  Clearing Practitioner.

She coaches women leaders on better decisions using the power of  intuition, and has just 
released her newest book, Own Your Own Shift: The Freedom, power & Passion to be Unstoppable.

Find out more about Stacey’s work at www.StaceyRuthSays.com
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Now that you have a better idea about your purpose, get 
your copy of  Own Your Own Shift on Amazon.com or sign 
up for Stacey’s classes on Finding Your Purpose, Making a 

Difficult Shift, or Making Better Decisions 
with Intuition.

Or work with Stacey as your personal coach.

Find out about all these opportunities, and more at 
StaceyRuthSays.com.


